A Fusion of Innovation and Tradition
New Frontier Wine Company is a
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and artisans, within the tradition of

Ritchie, and Charles Heintz.

serendipitous merging of innovators
Napa’s finest terroirs. Each winemaker

Estate Ranch, Starscape, Bien Nacido,

is an enigmatic creative force – Michel
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Antonini, Matt Sands, Maayan

which have been allocated and direct

Rolland, Philippe Melka, Alberto
Koschitzky, and Joe Shebl.

the finest wines imaginable - most of
to consumer until now.

constellation to his portfolio of focused
and emblematic properties.

It is only through his impassioned

pursuit of terroir that New Frontier
is able to present a new level of

distinction to a wine market that
values authenticity above all.

Each vineyard is legendary –

Alejandro Bulgheroni, an Argentinian-

With all its elements, New Frontier

Dr. Crane, Beckstoffer Las Piedras,

and entrepreneur adds another

innovation and tradition.

Beckstoffer To Kalon, Beckstoffer

Italian businessman, farmer, vintner,

INTERNATIONAL VINTNER,
HUMANITARIAN & CONSERVATIONIST

Alejandro Bulgheroni
Mr. Bulgheroni is an international vintner and entrepreneur
in the agriculture and energy sectors. Since 1965, he

has developed many projects guided by his principles of
environmental preservation, investment in people, the
fusion of innovation and tradition, and the creation of

healthy, high quality products. Mr. Bulgheroni has been

widely praised for his humanitarian and ecology efforts.
In 1999, he, and wife Bettina, discovered the village of Garzon
near Punta del Este, in Uruguay and conceived a unique

ranching concept. There, they transformed the region through
high technology agriculture and livestock businesses and

developed a self-sustaining 10,000-acre ranch dedicated to

wine growing, olive oil production, nut orchards, agriculture,
forestry, cattle raising, and alternative energy projects.

Mr. Bulgheroni owns farms, hotels, restaurants, resorts, and
wineries in Mendoza and Patagonia in Argentina, Bordeaux
in France, Barossa Valley in Australia, Garzon in Uruguay,

Chianti Classico and Montalcino in Tuscany, Renwood Ranch
in Amador County, California as well as the eponymous
Alejandro Bulgheroni Estate in St. Helena, Napa Valley.

Wine Company has become a fusion of
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The current location of Lithology was once part

The property then served as the Founders Room for

given to Edward T. Bale in 1841. Bale married the

the first vintages of The Napa Valley Reserve.

of the Rancho Carne Humana Spanish land grant
niece of Mexican General, Mariano Guadalupe

Vallejo, and was awarded the grant shortly after.

After its acquisition by Alejandro Bulgheroni, he

and received a dowry of a 540-acre piece of the

project to upgrade the old stone winery, plant new

LITHOLOGY

Their daughter, Caroline, married Charles Krug
Rancho that would eventually become Charles
Krug Winery.

vineyard blocks, transform the tasting salon and reenvisioned the future of the property.

The winery renovations provided upgraded

for $2,070 to John Howell, a prominent blacksmith

to the vinification of Lithology wines. In future

smaller lots. in 1860, our 13-acre parcel was sold

was named.

In modern history, the estate was first planted to

infrastructure and new equipment, dedicated solely
years, additional vineyard blocks will be planted

at the highest elevation of the property and a cave
will be built for barrel storage and aging.

grapes by Jim and Nena Talcott in 1975. Under

Lithology means the study of rocks and rock

to vinify the property’s grapes.

are geologists, it's a fitting name for the new winery.

their ownership, a charming stone winery was built
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began an extensive renovation and enhancement

Gradually, the Rancho was sold and divided into

in Napa County and for whom Howell Mountain
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the wine portfolio of H. William Harlan and produced

formations. As both Mr. Bulgheroni and Mr. Melka

Philippe Melka (left) and
Michel Rolland, in the
Lithology vineyard, 2021
Philippe Melka (left) and
Michel Rolland, in the
Lithology vineyard, 2021.

LITHOLOGY
4

SOIL WHISPERER & TITAN OF TERROIR

GLOBAL WINE INFLUENCER

Philippe Melka

Michel Rolland
Michel’s guiding principles tend to result in

in Napa Valley in 1991, he was immediately

structure. Many say that much of winemaking’s

by the intricacies of the land around him. Arriving
taken by and marveled at the array of soil types

and composition, and it proved to be a complete
revelation for him.

“Every time I approach a new project, I set out to tell

rich wines with a focus on ripe fruit and plush

progress in recent decades is thanks to the global

sharing of ideas, and Michel was a driving force in
that shift, setting the stage as both a leader in the
industry and a mentor to many who have come
after him.

the truth of the vintage, of the vineyard, and of the
moment. The truth is going to be different for every

“Michel Rolland created an entirely new

project. But the truth will always be the truth.”

professional category: flying winemaker.”
— Wine Spectator

Since 1995, he has been putting his stamp on Napa
Valley’s wine industry, spearheading the programs

Rolland has served as a foundational pillar in

while garnering a list of accolades and 100-point

served as a beacon for bringing together Old World

for some of the region’s most revered wineries
scores along the way.

writing the modern history of Napa Valley, and has
methodologies with New World flair.
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A native of Bordeaux, Melka grew up fascinated

LITHOLOGY
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Lithology is a series of single-vineyard and appellation-designated wines made
from select sites within Napa Valley.

2019 Alejandro Bulgheroni Estate Cabernet Sauvignon

100
VINTAGE 2019

POINTS
DUNNUCK

It is hard to imagine with the

quite powerful, there’s the expected crème de

out of 300 for the three single-

with mineral, herb, subtle tobacco and vanilla,

Lithology range receiving 298 points
vineyard wines, that there could

plum skins, and pie crust, purple flowers, forest-

possibly be a wine above them. But there is, and

conifer notes, and very fine tannic structure. It is a

it is our Estate wine. Blended several times very
intently by masters of their craft Philippe Melka

magnificent, and magnificently elegant expression

and Michel Rolland, this is the ultimate expression
of our house’s work. Positive, full-bodied, and

cassis and blackberry from St. Helena Cabernets,

of this house, and when asked recently, Monsieur

Rolland stated plainly to me, “oh yes indeed – this
is the best one, the best yet…”

99 points

2018 Vintage — Jeb Dunnuck
“The flagship 2018 Cabernet Sauvignon Alejandro Bulgheroni comes from a selection made by winemakers Philippe Melka
and Michel Rolland, mostly from Rutherford and Oakville fruit. Aged 20 months in 78% new French oak, it has incredible
aromatics of black and blue fruits, spring flowers, and graphite to go with a massive, full-bodied, concentrated style on
the palate that somehow stays graceful, weightless, and elegant. This tour de force in Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon is
guaranteed to put a smile on your face over the coming 20-25+ years.” — Jeb Dunnuck 1/27/2021

2019 Beckstoffer
To Kalon Vineyard
Cabernet Sauvignon

99

VINTAGE 2019

POINTS
DUNNUCK

This wine is produced solely from
fruit grown in the Beckstoffer To

Kalon Vineyard. Opaque purple, it
offers up notes of graphite, crème

de cassis, cedarwood, and fruitcake, followed by
exceptional density, and a long finish.
100 points

2018 Vintage — Jeb Dunnuck
"... a nuclear fruit bomb of a wine, offering massive richness
and depth while being as graceful as a ballerina..."

LITHOLOGY

a blockbuster, rich, concentrated mouthfeel with

2019 Beckstoffer
Dr. Crane Vineyard
Cabernet Sauvignon

97+
VINTAGE 2019

POINTS
DUNNUCK

Revealing a deep, saturated purple
color, this is a ripe, sexy wine that

carries awesome depth of fruit as well
as concentration. Black fruit, licorice,

road tar, and tobacco leaf characteristics as well as

6

some cold fireplace notes, subtle oak and vanilla all
emerge from this unique and incredibly impressive
Cabernet Sauvignon.

2019 Beckstoffer
Las Piedras Vineyard
Cabernet Sauvignon

97+
VINTAGE 2019

POINTS
DUNNUCK

The vineyard’s well-drained soils,
rocks, and small pebbles produce
wines with a fresh vibrancy and

deeply concentrated fruit. While dark

blue fruit is its building block, this is complemented
by a touch of pepper, spice, and cedar.
98 points

2018 Vintage — Jeb Dunnuck
"... It has a wonderful sense of minerality, ultra-fine tannins,
a dense, layered texture, and incredibly purity of fruit. It’s
another just about off the charts release from this estate."
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100 points

2018 Vintage — Jeb Dunnuck
"... stunning complexity, full-bodied richness, flawless balance,
and incredible length..."

2019 Beckstoffer
To Kalon Vineyard
Cabernet Franc

98

VINTAGE 2019

POINTS
DUNNUCK

This is without a doubt the greatest

Cabernet Franc we’ve ever produced.

There is a stunning array of aromas typical
of this variety, including wildflowers,

LITHOLOGY

violets, tobacco, crème de cassis, and dark berries. The
tannins are fine, and smooth, despite this being a fullthrottle, full-bodied and thrilling wine.

99 points

2018 Vintage — Jeb Dunnuck

2019 Beckstoffer
Dr. Crane Vineyard
Cabernet Franc

97

VINTAGE 2019

POINTS
DUNNUCK

7

Dense, saturated, and incredibly deep

purple to the rim, and black at the core,
the color is mesmerizing. The nose is a
heady blueberry compote, blueberry/

black raspberry pie with a sweet graham cracker,

floral, plum, and cherry liqueur bouquet. Mouth-

filling and full-bodied, yet somehow light on its feet,

with remarkably balanced tannins, and a long, sweet,
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chocolate, blue and black fruity finish.

98 points

2018 Vintage — Jeb Dunnuck

2019 Napa Valley
Cabernet Sauvignon

93

VINTAGE 2019

POINTS
DUNNUCK

Crafted with grapes from our historic
vineyards throughout Napa Valley,

Rutherford, and Oakville, the 2019
Lithology Napa Valley presents a

saturated bouquet of dark fruits, tobacco, and rich
dark chocolate. With the aromas mirrored on the

palate, this wine follows with hints of crème de cassis,
herbs de Provence, and dollops of blueberry cream.

Sweet tannins balance with bright acidity for a solid
structure, built to age up to 15-20 years.

95 points

2018 Vintage — Jeb Dunnuck

Historic Beckstoffer Vineyards
Beckstoffer To Kalon

Beckstoffer Georges III

Planted by H. W. Crabb, in 1868, as the Hermosa

Historical records show that a portion of this

most famous vineyard in California when it was

Rutherford. This 300-acre parcel first purchased

Vineyard, it was 250 acres and already the

renamed To Kalon (meaning “highest beauty” in
Greek.) Mr. Crabb lived long enough to expand

most successful wine cellars prior to Prohibition.

Afterwards, it passed to a couple of families who
cared well for the vineyard until it was finally

purchased (in part) by Andy Beckstoffer, in 1993,
and replanted in 1994. Even after 150 years, the

reputation of this “Grand Cru” vineyard has never
been greater.

by Beaulieu founder Georges de Latour in 1928

and called Beaulieu Vineyard Number 3, was the
home to BV’s Rutherford Cabernets made by the

renowned winemaker Andre Tchelistcheff. These

wines achieved wide acclaim in the 1960’s and 70’s,
establishing BV’s pre-eminence in the making of

fine Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon. Purchased

LITHOLOGY

the vineyard several times and made it one of the

vineyard was planted in 1895 by Mrs. Thomas

by Beckstoffer Vineyards in 1988, the vineyard has

since been replanted using new Cabernet Sauvignon
clones with tighter spacing and advanced trellising

systems, enhancing both quality and grape tonnage.

8

Beckstoffer Las Piedras

Dr. Crane Vineyard sits at the base of the western

Planted to vineyard for over 150 years, Beckstoffer

of the grapes that gave birth to Cabernet Sauvignon

grants. It became the first vineyard planted in what

hills of St. Helena. A window into showcasing one
from one of California’s most legendary single-

vineyard plots of earth. Napa pioneer, Dr. George

Belden Crane, originally planted Dr. Crane Vineyard,
in 1858. Acquired by Beckstoffer Vineyards in 1997,
the vineyard’s gravelly loam soils were replanted,

in 1998, to multiple clones of Cabernet Sauvignon,
Petit Verdot, and Cabernet Franc.

Las Piedras’ history traces back to the Mexican land
is now the St. Helena appellation. The vineyard was
first planted to wine grapes by Henry Amstutz. He

was a colleague of Henry Pellet, one of California’s
first great winemakers. In 1983, Beckstoffer

Vineyards purchased the property and planted it to
two clones of Cabernet Sauvignon. The quality of

the gravelly soil caused the farm workers to name
the vineyard Las Piedras, “little pebbles.”
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Beckstoffer Dr. Crane

JUSTICE
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JUSTICE IS SERVED.
Since our first vintage in 2003, Justice has

accolades from Parker’s The Wine Advocate, among

high-end Napa Cabernet pool. Our commitment

a distinctive legacy on their own.

represented our foray into the deep end of the

to working with the best fruit available to produce

many others, it’s no surprise the Justice wines carry

single-vineyard wines of true expression has

The Justice offerings include three distinctly

and a time-honored relationship with Andy

Featuring four of Napa’s most heralded single-

continued to set the tone for our entire portfolio,
Beckstoffer has helped create the foothold that has

secured our continued access to two of Napa Valley’s
most iconic vineyards. Even Wine Spectator took

note of them over a decade ago and put the Justice

trio in a “20 to Watch” feature. Combined with high

individual expressions of Napa Valley at its finest.
vineyard sites, Beckstoffer’s To Kalon, Beckstoffer

Georges III, Beckstoffer Dr. Crane and Beckstoffer
Las Piedras, these wines spotlight the true

expression of each site and the varietals that have
helped make this region famous.

JUSTICE

NEXT GENERATION WINEMAKER

ASSISTANT WINEMAKER

Matt Sands

Mark Pittman

A native of New Zealand’s Waiheke Island, Matt

Mark grew up in Houston, Texas, and had no

worked for some of the best wineries on the planet.

twenties. A childhood friend of his recruited him for

has trained under some of the best teachers and
As winemaker for Man O’ War, Goldie Vineyard

and Stonybridge Vineyard, he learned an array of
modern techniques from some of New Zealand’s

most famous wineries. He began his career in 2009
as assistant winemaker for Passage Rock Wines,
and while there, he also served as a committee

His commanding understanding of the
unique microclimates of Napa Valley is
what has set him apart...

His domestic experience has helped him ascend
into a different stratosphere. Time working

harvests at Screaming Eagle and Bryant Family
gave him an inside look at the premiere wines
and terroir of Napa Valley. His commanding

understanding of the unique microclimates of

Napa Valley is what has set him apart from other
young upstarts in the industry. He is winemaker
for all Lithology and New Frontier Wines, along
with Philippe Melka and Maayan Koschitzky of
Atelier Melka.

his first harvest in 2014 in Washington. He made a
life changing decision to quit his job in Texas and

drive to Washington, and the rest is history. After a

10

fun and challenging first harvest, he was hooked and
decided to pursue winemaking as a ticket to travel

around the world to various wine-making areas and
participate in harvests in different regions..

As the old adage goes, great grapes
only grow in beautiful places.

He flew to Australia in 2015 and worked at a very
large production facility but also learned a lot

about cellar operations. From there he knew that
he wanted to make a career out of winemaking.

Over the next two and a half years he traveled to
Oregon, Washington, and New Zealand, which

enabled him to learn about different winemaking
techniques at a wide range of wineries, from
boutique to large scale production. After six

vintages in a span of three years, he decided to

come to Napa to make wine full-time as Napa is the
pinnacle of New World winemaking.
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member of the Waiheke Wine Growers Association.

notion that the world of wine existed until his mid-

JUSTICE
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Frontier Justice
Becksoffer Dr. Crane Cabernet Franc

95
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VINTAGE 2019

POINTS
DUNNUCK

sunshine make for a fabulous environment for

Frontier Justice has always

this fruit to call home.

highlighted Cabernet Franc from

Beckstoffer’s ‘Dr. Crane’ vineyard

located in the western hills of St.

A sweet-fruited blockbuster that dishes out tons

Helena. Given Cabernet Franc is the father of

Cabernet Sauvignon, we always felt it deserved
its own place at the proverbial table, and year

after year, this luscious wine reinforces we were
right to make that play. Born from a vineyard

that sits at the base of the Mayacamas mountain
range, the combination of alluvial soils, crushed
volcanic rock and a full day of Napa Valley

of pleasure, crème de cassis, wild blackberries,
purple flowers, pipe tobacco, spiced mocha,

and vanillin all emerge from this hedonistically
concentrated beauty that possesses supreme
length, impressive mid-palate density, and

a sensational finish. The Dr. Crane vineyard

produces wines with a muscular and mineral feel
to them, and this bottling is no different.

96 Points

Vintage 2018- Jeb Dunnuck

"More chocolate, baking spices, and flowery blue fruit notes emerge from the 2018 Cabernet Franc Frontier
Justice Beckstoffer - Dr. Crane Vineyard, another full-bodied, beautifully balanced wine from this team. A blend
of 77% Cabernet Franc and 23% Cabernet Sauvignon aged in 83% new French oak, it’s already drinking nicely,
yet its balance as well as its fine tannins all point to it evolving gracefully for 15-20 years."

JUSTICE

Blind Justice
Beckstoffer To Kalon Vineyard - Cabernet Sauvignon

POINTS
DUNNUCK

A pure expression of Napa Cabernet

Inky purple in the glass, a classically aromatic

Kalon Vineyard. The true heartbeat of

currants, spiced cherries, graphite, and crushed

exclusively from Beckstoffer – To-

the famed Oakville appellation, this

vineyard highlights the decadent essence of Napa

Cabernet to perfection, with vines rooted in loamy

alluvial soil that adds depth, nuance, and structure.
An absolute stunner, and the flagship of the Justice

bouquet of cassis, wild blackberries, dried red

gravel lead into a full-bodied, beautifully balanced

wine that is both undeniable sexy and sophisticated.

97 points

2018 Vintage — Jeb Dunnuck

offerings, this is the wine that epitomizes the

adventurous and pioneering soul of the Napa Valley.

Poetic Justice
Beckstoffer Georges III Vineyard - Cabernet Sauvignon

96

VINTAGE 2019

POINTS
DUNNUCK

Emerging from Beckstoffer Georges

has balance as well as structure. This proves the

Sauvignon offers some herbal, meaty,

vineyards in the valley.

III Vineyards, the 2019 Cabernet

iron nuances as well as lots of dark

black fruits, full-bodied richness, and both tannins
and acidity. It has the fleshy, upfront, hedonistic

style found in all these Justice releases, yet it still

Upper Range Vineyard project is one of the top

96 points

Lowrey Vineyard – Southview
2018 Vintage — Jeb Dunnuck
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95

VINTAGE 2019
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W AY P O I N T

A waypoint is an intermediate point or place on

brands in Napa to place an emphasis on sourcing

often refers to coordinates which specify one’s

it was due – even when it wasn’t a Cabernet.

a route or line of travel. In modern terms, it most
position on the globe. In the wine world, one’s

waypoint tells a unique story of time and place

A wonderful exercise in sourcing fruit from

Waypoints to your wine map Beckstoffer Georges

into our rolodex to find fruit from unique places

in the glass. And this year we’ll add these new

III, Oakville Ranch, and Lowrey Vineyard in Napa;
Ritchie Vineyard and Starscape Vineyard in the
13

Russian River Valley, and there’s more coming soon.
Waypoint was born out of the idea of spotlighting

single-vineyard properties, throughout California,

to highlight the unique terroir and characteristics of
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fruit from one specific locale and giving it the credit

each of these singular plots of dirt. Between Pinot
Noir, Cabernet, Merlot, Petit Verdot, Zinfandel,

and Chardonnay, Waypoint was one of the earliest

famous plots, Waypoint enables us to dig deep

that deserve a little more attention. It all starts

with fantastic vineyards and folks who farm the

right way. There are plenty of important decisions
that follow, but ultimately, it’s about letting the

wines speak for themselves rather than digging

into the winemaking bag of tricks. Single-vineyard
wines need to stand on their own merit. Waypoint
harnesses that belief with both hands and lets the

vineyard and corresponding wine do all the talking.

Lowrey Vineyard Basalt Ledge
Cabernet Sauvignon

95

VINTAGE 2018

POINTS
DUNNUCK

A sweet aroma of wild honey is

followed by anise, red currant, and
plum. At first sip, black olive and

fresh fennel pollen greet you. The

fresh, vibrant tannins are well balanced and finish
easily on your palate. This is both a powerful and

an elegant Cabernet, and shows the complexity of
hillside fruit with the texture of the valley.

"...this beauty has everything you could want
from a great Napa Cabernet" — Jeb Dunnuck

Beckstoffer –
Georges III Vineyard
Cabernet Sauvignon

93

VINTAGE 2019

POINTS
DUNNUCK

Dark chocolate, green
peppercorns, and
the beautiful and

classic crème de cassis

aromas are right upfront here.

but still powerful and complex.
Reminiscent of Napa Cabernets

from mid-century, there’s cherry,
black plums and violets in the

W AY P O I N T

Herbal and earthy on the palate,

finish, with a hint of saline.
94 Points

Vintage 2018 – Jeb Dunnuck

delicious Cabernet to enjoy over the
coming 10-15 years."

14

92

VINTAGE 2018

POINTS
DUNNUCK

Spring-like

fragrances of

honeysuckle and
lavender greet

you from the glass, inviting you
to smell their fresh blossoms.
Harmonious tannins are

combined with hints of rosemary
and vibrant, purple fruit which
lead to a clean and balanced

finish. This is a terroir expression
you might not be familiar with
since it is all new; dazzling

complexity and elegance framed
by the robust Napa structure.
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Lowrey Vineyard Homestead
Cabernet
Sauvignon

2020 Bell Road Vineyard
Dry (Orange) Muscat Amador
The color is palest white gold with flashes of
yellow. The nose is vibrant and alive, with

honeydew melon, spices and flowers, Meyer lemon
and lime green citrus notes. It is kinetic in the

mouth, both drinkable and so savory. There’s a

sense of sweet fruit, but this wine is utterly bone
W AY P O I N T

dry. The finish is gorgeous – clean, long, and

fresh. It is the freshness that reminds you of young
Portuguese whites, Sardinian Vermentino, Greek

carafe wines, or even Roman Frascati – but it takes
a more serious complex turn on the finish.
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Lowrey Vineyard
This vineyard lies just over the shoulder of the ruins

the next in term of situation and geology. The

resident, the bachelor John Lowrey who ran cattle

E1 and E6, the tips of the horseshoe, which is an

of the homestead built by the land’s first and only

here in the 1880s. The Upper Range vineyards were
planted by the acclaimed Bettinelli family, Napa

Valley grape growers for decades, who developed

the space out of the sheer rock. An incredible feat,

and one of the last great hillside plantings in Napa.

There are dozens of blocks here, but New Frontier’s
are the ones called “E1-E6” on the west slope, in a
horseshoe shape, and each block is different from

Hambright Rocky Outcrop Complex is a feature of
incredible weathered soil with 65% rock content

and low water holding capacity. Henneke gravelly

loam is the feature of the other blocks, more typical
of Pritchard Hill, with very iron rich soil, higher in
Serpentine, and even more (70%) rock content.
We intend to continue to vinify them separately

and capture the unique qualities of each block of
Cabernet Sauvignon.

W AY P O I N T

Beckstoffer Georges III Vineyard
Historical records show that a portion of this

wines achieved wide acclaim in the 1960’s and

Rutherford. This 300-acre parcel first purchased

of fine Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon. Purchased

vineyard was planted in 1895 by Mrs. Thomas

by Beaulieu founder Georges de Latour in 1928

and called Beaulieu Vineyard Number 3, was the
home to BV’s Rutherford Cabernets made by the

16

by Beckstoffer Vineyards in 1988, the vineyard has

since been replanted using new Cabernet Sauvignon
clones with tighter spacing and advanced trellising

systems, enhancing both quality and grape tonnage.

2020 Starscape Vineyard
Pinot Noir

91

VINTAGE 2020

POINTS
DUNNUCK

A stunning vineyard site in the Middle
Reach of the Russian River Valley. At

first, the color of the wine is strikingly
deep, but not black nor purple. It is

a dense saturated crimson red. The nose is totally

profound with a complex bouquet of deep red fruits

like strawberry, cranberry, with flecks of black cherry,

red currants, herbs, light earthiness, and spices. In the
mouth, the wine is medium to medium-full bodied,
with a fine elegant texture, spices, oak vanilla, and
red and black plums, and cherry pie flavors. The

finish is elegant, not at all overblown, but long, crisply
fresh and grippy with smooth tannins.
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renowned winemaker André Tchelistcheff. These

70’s, establishing BV’s preeminence in the making

2020 Ritchie
Vineyard
Chardonnay
An iconic vineyard for Russian
River Valley Chardonnay, the
Ritchie vineyard is planted
with 40+-year-old Wente

W AY P O I N T

clone vines which are carefully
tended to by Kent Ritchie. The
age and clone cause the fruit

to retain much of the natural
minerality and acidity of the
Russian River Valley so the

wines are fresh and vibrant.

We countered this with 62%
new French oak and aged it
for 18 months after barrel
fermentation.

17
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2020 Charles
Heintz Vineyard
Chardonnay
The Charles Heintz vineyard on

the Sonoma coast, now enjoying
its 40 year anniversary, has long
been known as a superlative

producer of Chardonnay grapes.

Although located in the Sonoma

Coast AVA, it is more inland than
some of its neighbors and at an

elevation of 900 feet which makes

it a warmer vineyard in a very cool
winegrowing region. This unique
combination creates a gracefully
balanced wine that combines

the richness and intensity of old

vine fruit with the structure and
acidity of great Sonoma Coast
winegrowing.

2019 Bell Road
Vineyard Zinfandel
Amador County

93

VINTAGE 2019

POINTS

WINE ENTHUSIAST

From the very top

of a hill that stares

down on a lake and
a creek, in one of

the most picturesque places in the
block of old vine (25 yrs) Zinfandel.
There are sweet black cherries, and
blackberries, plum, milk chocolate,
caramel, and vanilla notes with

W AY P O I N T

Sierra Foothills, lies this single

cedar, light spices, and flecks of

warm green earth and stones. The

palate is soft, full-bodied, and round
with mouth-filling dark chocolate,

chocolate-covered cherries in liqueur,
vanilla spices, and loads of plummy
black and red fruits.
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2020 Grieve Vineyard
Sauvignon Blanc

POINTS

WINE ENTHUSIAST

Sourced from the incredibly
beautiful and very obscure

Lovell Valley area of western
Napa County, this low-lying

pocket between the mountains collects cool
air on fertile soils, a positively ideal spot of
Sauvignon Blanc. The nose is intriguingly

mild and quiet, but very deep indeed. There
are subtle meadow flowers, hay and soft

wheat, ryegrass, lemon and lime zest, quince,
jasmine, honeysuckle, and oyster shell. In the
mouth, it’s a medium-full body with bright,

zingy acidity, and weighty with round edges,

high toned citrus flavors in the mid-palate and
mineral-laced lime.

90 Points
"...It’s balanced and well worth drinking
over the coming 4-5 years..."
- Jeb Dunnuck
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93

VINTAGE 2020

CRAFTED SPECIALLY FOR THOSE WHO PURSUE LUXURY AT ITS FINEST.
No label better represents the new frontier of

This line up is the result of countless hours of

what long standing relationships and years of know-

arm wrestling when needed. We strive to deliver

winemaking like Pursuit. A perfect glimpse into

how can do, while delivering superlative wine at
PURSUIT

a fraction of the price. We track down great stuff

wherever it hides, while taking particular pride in

the wines we call our own through constant work
and eventual discovery. The concept of Pursuit is

simple: we tap into our deep connections here in

wine country and secure incredible wine from the
top vineyards. We start early in the process so we

can guide the finished product and ensure that it’s
up to our exacting standards.

tasting, blending, haggling, and even a little

what we know to be substantial quality-to-price

ratio offerings by aggressively chasing lots from
growers and producers whose track records are
beyond reproach. You don’t have to pay major

league money to get your hands on a real Philippe
Melka made wine.

Life, liberty, and the pursuit of great wine… the
proof is in the bottle!
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2019 Napa Valley
Cabernet Sauvignon
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Given our Napa Valley roots, Pursuit Cabernet is,
and always has been, the hallmark wine of this

project. It continually finds itself in the discussion

for one of the best overall values in wine today, as
our sources, though they must remain nameless,

are some of the best vineyards in the domestic wine
world. Cabernet rules the roost in Napa Valley, and

through countless hours of discovery and blending,
we always aim to create one of the best Cabernets
on the market for the money.

This is a quintessential Napa Cab by Matt Sands
and Philippe Melka. Lively aromas of black

cherries, red currants, wild blackberries, plums,

and vanilla custard bound out of the glass, while
gorgeous waves of red & black fruits backed by
vanilla custard dominate the palate landscape.
Marvelous texture and a smooth finish deliver
the goods.

2020 Napa Valley
Sauvignon Blanc

90

VINTAGE 2018

POINTS

WINE ENTHUSIAST

Sourced from two beautiful sites,

one in the western part of Oak Knoll
AVA, the other a plot of old vines

east of Yountville. Very small berries

in 2020 give this wine a tight structure, and 15%
new oak lends just a hint of roundness, vanilla,

and floral notes. Immediately, out of the bottle,
green berries, kiwi, lavender and jasmine, lime,

and limestone aromas. Crisp and lengthy, but not

PURSUIT

there is a freshness and elegant complexity –

at all aggressive, it is quite drinkable now and will
improve for the next 18-24 months. Far from the
lavish and lush style of some Napa Sauvignons,

this is a gentle, sophisticated, and food-friendly
version for the enthusiast.
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2020 Russian River Valley
Pinot Noir
The color is a saturated crimson red-purple to
character, with lavender, conifer, rose petals,

licorice, forest herbs, red cherry, and light spices.
It is textured, mouth-filling, and medium-full,

with a Burgundian elegance, and not at all an

overwhelming style. But it is persistent, broad, with
light soft tannins, the flavors echoing the aromas

but with more crushed red berries, blood orange,
quinine, blackberries, redwoods, and plum. A

remarkable wine, absolutely textbook Russian River
Valley style, the sandy and well-drained Goldridge
soil series there contributing to the lower alcohol,

long growing season, and a wine that is especially
well balanced.
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the rim. On the nose, there’s a natural wild berry

RENWOOD

Situated in the picturesque Amador County of

The Sierra Foothills area has long been home

the rolling hills and rushing streams of California’s

European immigrants descended upon the region to

Northern California, Renwood is surrounded by

21

gold country. Renwood was established in 1993

and is one of the most respected wine producers

in the Sierra Foothills. The goal is to create world-

class wines which are approachable, delicious, and
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appealing to the senses, while representing the
soils in which they grew.

Located in the western foothills of the Sierra
Nevada mountains, Amador County is an

appellation known for its rugged, elevated terrain
and is home to 3,700 acres under vine. Soils are

to pioneers and innovators. In the early 1850s

search for gold. Many of them were unable to find
gold ore in the ground but instead found that the

ground could offer them riches with grape growing.

These settlers brought with them the understanding
of grape growing and wine making. By the late

1800s more than 100 wineries were thriving, the
most of any other California region at the time.

In 1888, the University of California had already

established an experimental station near the town of
Jackson with more than 130 grape varieties grown.

mostly comprised of volcanic rock and sandy

This emphasis on viticulture gave Amador an

moderately dense soils are fabulous for retaining

ravaged wine regions throughout California.

loam derived from decomposed granite, and these
the little bit of water the AVA receives annually

(36-38 inches), enabling most growers to dry farm

their vineyards with sparse canopies to help expose

the fruit to the vast sun exposure it gets throughout
the year. A key fact to note is that the appellation’s
proximity to the mountains is instrumental in

helping the temperature drop 30-35 degrees in the

evening, helping the fruit maintain vibrant, natural
acidity even amidst the warm summer days.

advantage while Phylloxera, and Prohibition

Most of Amador lay dormant and untouched. The
isolation, elevation, and dry farming practices

helped to prevent the spread of Phylloxera and
many of its grapes were distributed amongst

Italian families across the country, so as the tide

of Prohibition passed, the vines of Amador were
still thriving. As a result Amador has some of

California’s oldest surviving vineyards, especially
old vine Zinfandel.

RENWOOD

THE WINEMAKER’S WINEMAKER

ZINFANDEL’S MASTER

Alberto Antonini

Joe Shebl

Alberto Antonini blends modern techniques with

Joe Shebl is a sought-after winemaker. His reputation

making. As senior winemaker for Antinori and

Enthusiast Magazine’s “America’s Top 40 Under 40.”

ancient tradition in the pursuit of premium wine

Frescobaldi, he has earned a reputation as a master
vintner. In 2015, he was judged best in the world
by his peers.

[Alberto] plays an important role helping and
encouraging...[a] return to traditional, indigenous
grape varieties and local winemaking techniques.

He has had the opportunity to work with almost all of
the best vineyards in Amador County.

“My approach has always been to let the vineyard
do the ‘work’ and we shepherd the grapes through
careful irrigation and canopy management,
research and experience, and understanding of
how each vineyard block ‘speaks.’ ”

Malbec wines gain their international reputation.

Joe was well on his way to medical school before

wine producers to overcome the colonization of the

course forever. Starting his career as a cellar worker,

He plays an important role helping and encouraging
Bordeaux recipe and return to traditional, indigenous
grape varieties and local winemaking techniques.

He brings to Renwood his expertise and years of

a wine tasting trip to the Napa Valley changed his

he quickly earned the responsibility of working in the

winery laboratory then started putting blends together
that began winning awards across the country.

international experience and has helped direct and

Zinfandel can be delicate and graceful or a

and wine quality.

and the art of winemaking has made him a master

focus the winery’s resources on improving grape

In addition to Renwood, Alberto’s very expert touch

monstrous wine. His ability to combine the science
at creating the finest Zinfandel wines.

is applied to our brands Devocion from Mendoza,

He is adamant about producing mouth-watering,

for the design and winemaking of Uruguay’s

across in all of our wines with balance, complexity,

and Alkina from Australia. Alberto is responsible
greatest winery, Bodega Garzon.
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succulent wines and his judicious use of oak comes
and depth of flavor.
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Alberto was a key player in helping Argentine

expanded when he got selected as one of Wine

RENWOOD
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Renwood Estate Ranch
The Renwood Estate Ranch is located along

are masters of this terroir, and they add a real

far from Plymouth. It is planted predominantly to

what winemakers Joe Shebl and Alberto Antonini

Steiner Road in the hills of Amador County, not

Zinfandel in both head trained and trellised vines.
The slope of the vineyard has shallow soils with

good drainage, which is optimal for Zinfandel and
the small blocks of Petit Sirah and Muscat too.

Vineyard managers Derek Irwin and Isy Borjon

sense of elegance to the fruit, which is exactly

want from it. This 90-acre piece is the future of
Renwood – an estate-grown domain producing

exactly the quantity and the quality we need to
create the Premier Old Vine and the Grandpère
expressions of Zinfandel.

Grandpère Amador County
Reserve Zinfandel

94

VINTAGE 2019

POINTS

WINE ENTHUSIAST

Deep purple color right to the rim.

Aromatically, this is dark black fruits

like mulberry, boysenberry, blueberry,
and black-skinned plums, all very

fresh, without a hint of raisin. Cedar and some new

oak, fresh tobacco, and vanilla top off the nose, and
Low, restricted yields in our “top of blocks 2 and 3”
portion of the vineyard create a real concentration

to the flavors. There’s a not-so-subtle weightiness in

the mouth, rich, blackberry pie, allspice, warm green

CELLAR
SELECTION

RENWOOD

there’s a seriousness to the complex blending here.

earth and bricks, sweet herbs, and crushed berries.

Estate Ranch Amador County
Zinfandel

89

VINTAGE 2019

POINTS

WINE SPECTATOR

Not black, but a saturated purple

color with a red rim. On the nose,
there’s freshness especially, with

wild huckleberry, blackberry, and

sweet plum aromas. More than that, there’s

cherry pie and pie crust, warm sweet herbs,

24

and a touch of vanilla. The aromas are echoed

in the flavors, and the palate has soft, rounded
edges, and a medium-full density. The finish is
blueberries, cocoa powder, and vanilla.

Premier Old Vine Amador
County Zinfandel

87

VINTAGE 2019

POINTS

WINE ENTHUSIAST

This wine expresses itself aromatically
with nuances of fresh blackberry and

cranberry with ever so subtle hints of

savory dried herbs. The tannin structure

is finely polished, and its juicy backbone is the major

player from front to back in this classic Zinfandel. Well
balanced acidity ensures it will age famously over

the next several years. Premier Old Vine Zinfandel
epitomizes the elegance and structure that can be

derived from well-established vineyards. The layered

complexity is complemented by its exceptional weight
and balance - a signature of Old Vine Zinfandel.
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long, flowing, and generous with mulberries,

IMPORTS
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New Frontier is proudly importing the wines

energy and authenticity to our wines. Ancient

Semillon, Grenache, and of course Shiraz. From

viticulture, and small scale winemaking lead to

of Alkina, including ultra-small productions of

the beginning of the Alkina journey in 2015, we

have worked with the goal of gaining an intimate
knowledge of the land we farm and care for,
believing that this knowledge would help us

to uphold values of regenerative farming and

understand the type and scale of terroir variability
across the vineyard. Internationally renowned
Geologist Pedro Parra has led us to many

discoveries that allowed us to rely less on the tools
of winemaking and more on the knowledge that

the secret of creating real terroir wines lies deep
within the rocks and soils of our location.

‘ALKINA’ is an Indigenous Australian girl’s name
meaning ‘Moon’ or ‘Moonlight’. This name

embodies our respect for the land and the many
forces of nature that we work with to bring life,

stones and soils, organic and biodynamic

the creation of unique micro-terroir wines, grown
and made on our estate in the Western Barossa

ranges. The farm at Alkina was established in 2015
when Argentinian vintner, Alejandro Bulgheroni

purchased a property near Greenock in the Barossa

Valley with a vineyard planted in the 1950s and old
stone buildings built in the 1850s. Together with

local winegrower, Amelia Nolan, they both loved

the rolling hills and the promise of the geology that
lay beneath, as well as the area of old Grenache,

Shiraz, Mataro and Semillon vines that we now call

the Old Quarter. The winery now grows 43 hectares
of vines with younger plantings accompanying the

old, still focusing on the heritage varieties that have
found their natural home in the region. All Alkina

wines are crafted on the farm which is organic and
biodynamic certified.

Alkina Shiraz Polygon No. 1
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VINTAGE 2019

POINTS
WINE PILOT

Polygon 1 was defined in Pedro’s second visit in 2018. The block is 0.4ha

which Pedro divided into separate areas and recommended that we exclude

one section of 0.097ha which lacks the fractured schist of the other sections.
A very detailed study of terroir yields a unique expression of Greenock

Shiraz from a thin strip of old vines behind the Alkina homestead that we have identified
as Polygon 1. A layered and extremely complex wine where pepper and Asian spice

Alkina Grenache Polygon No. 3

98

VINTAGE 2018

POINTS

WORLD OF FINE WINE

Polygon 3 is 0.274 ha and approximately 200 vines.
Its soil profile is shallow red brown earth over deep

IMPORTS

complement a vital core of cool red and black fruit and beautifully shaped tannin.

chalky, sedimentary limestone which contains fractured
schist and limited iron. A Grenache with an ethereal,

lifted style with complex red fruit and spice overlaid on its mineral
background and a great sense of energy on the palate.

Alkina Grenache Polygon No. 5
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VINTAGE 2018

POINTS

WORLD OF FINE WINE

Polygon 5 comprises two similar parcels of 0.12ha and 0.25ha, a total

of 0.37ha. These Polygon 5 sections have deeper soils and well fractured
schist with ferric clay (within the fractures). A singular expression of

complexion, this is a structured and intense wine with svelte, mouth-coating tannins.

Alkina Grenache, Shiraz, Mataro Old Quarter

97
POINTS
WINE PILOT

An elegant, perfumed blend of Grenache, Shiraz and Mataro from the

Old Quarter of the Alkina vineyard, planted in the 1950s. This is a pure

expression of the character of the site that we arrived at by splitting it into
its constituent geological parts before blending to find beauty, character

and harmony. This blend of Grenache Shiraz Mataro allows us the opportunity to

create great wines through combining different Polygons. The characteristics of the Old
Quarter are underpinned by the Grenache from Polygon 4 which consists of schist and
clay which is complemented with the lighter Grenache from Polygon 2 which contains
hard schist and wind blown limestone. These components were blended with the
Mataro from P6 and the Shiraz from P8 & P7.
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Grenache from Polygon 5, a tiny patch of our old vineyard that we have

studied extensively and picked and vinified separately. Wild in nature and darker in fruit

VINTAGE 2019
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IMPORTS

In 2012, in the southernmost vineyard on Earth, in the mystical and wild country known as Patagonia,
Alejandro Bulgheroni planted 125 acres of Chardonnay and Pinot Noir that compare with the best in

the world. Spectacular and windswept, it is perhaps the most extreme terroir recognized. Located five
miles from Sarmiento (45.6 degrees south latitude), and more than 100 miles of dirt road from the

closest airport, the Otronia project lies between the lakes Colhue Huapi and Musters (called Otron in the
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native language). The first wines are arriving early next year, and there will be but 50 cases for the USA.
Promising doesn’t begin to describe what you’ll discover.

Otronia III & VI Chardonnay

98

VINTAGE 2018

POINTS

DESCORCHADOS

Otronia Block III & VI Chardonnay is

an experimental project in Patagonia's
Chubut, "South America's New

Frontier" (Decanter). With climate

change pushing them into the cooler territory,

Alejandro Bulgheroni is part of an intrepid group of
South American winemakers overcoming extreme
conditions to produce fresh and delicate wines at
the continent’s southernmost point. Otronia has

divided the vineyards into blocks to ensure they get

the best out of the varying micro-terroirs. The Block
III & VI Chardonnay is fermented in egg-shaped

concrete tanks and aged in large untoasted French

Oak casks. The extreme conditions put stress on the
vines creating wines of "striking acidity, purity and

freshness" (James Suckling) but only meager yields
in the best of vintages. The production is so low
that less than 200 cases were made in 2017.

Otronia 45° Rugientes
Corte de Blancas
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VINTAGE 2018

POINTS
SUCKLING

This wine is a blend of Pinot Gris,
Chardonnay and Gewürztraminer

Harvested manually in boxes of 20
kg during the morning hours and

pressed directly without destemming, using a

settling, each component is fermented separately

in pools/ concrete eggs. Once the blend is defined,
it is aged in French oak foudres and concrete
pools for 18-20 months.

IMPORTS

pneumatic press at low pressure. After the static

Otronia I Pinot Noir
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VINTAGE 2018

POINTS
VINOUS

This wine is born from the best grape

selection of our farm 22, Block I, with
special characteristics that distinguish
this terroir, with its herbal and spicy

floral notes, and its red fruit typical of pinot noir of

cold zones. Great Pinot Noir character with notes of

raspberries and cherries combined with herbal hints
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such as oregano, thyme, truffle, and flowers. Great
complexity and finesse are found in this splendid
Silky tannins combined with firm natural acidity
give it a unique vibrancy and depth. Of medium

intensity, its great characteristic is the fineness and
complexity of this wine.

Otronia 45° Rugientes
Pinot Noir
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VINTAGE 2017

POINTS
VINOUS

Dangerous terroir makes for some
deadly-good wine, that’s for sure.

Otronia’s vineyards in southernmost

Argentina are subject to staggeringly

strong winds and rainfall as low as 200mm/year.

The unique characteristics of ‘Patagonia Extrema’
work to develop a wine with elegant, complex

aromas, natural acidity, and great phenolic maturity.
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Patagonia wine. Delicate and persistent structure.

IMPORTS

Devocion is rooted in our respect and care for

Mendoza’s terroir, the environment, and ecological
balance. Winemaker Juan Pablo Murgia cultivates

wines to faithfully represent the uniqueness of this

historic region. Made with organic grapes from our
Agrelo Vineyard, one of Mendoza province’s top

two Primera Zones, the wines show a rich color in

the glass and are delicately balanced on the palate.

Devoción Cabernet Franc,
Mendoza
CERTIFIED ORGANIC

The deep black fruit aromas are balanced by bright

red fruits, and there are sweet, warm earthy notes and
a light touch of tarragon herbs, anise, dark chocolate,
29

and kirschwasser. In the mouth, it is medium-bodied,
with very vibrant acidity and tannins that sweep the

whole palate. There’s a ton of energetic fruits that well
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up in the front and in the middle, then roll out the

finish with raspberry, black cherry, herbs, and cedar.

The surprise here is the great length of the finish. An
absolutely delightful change of pace wine for daily
drinking, and for the great enthusiast too.

Devoción Malbec, Mendoza
CERTIFIED ORGANIC
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VINTAGE 2020

POINTS

WINE SPECTATOR

This 100% Malbec and demonstrates
the natural expressions of one of
the largest fully certified organic

vineyards in the world, the Altamira

vineyard. The Devoción Malbec shows off a deep

saturated purple color. The nose immediately calls
out all the famous Malbec aromas you wish for,

and then some – including black cherry liqueur,

dark plum sauce, blueberry, fresh leather, minerals
and purple flowers. As complex as all that sounds,
this wine is both serious, and seriously fun to
drink too.

IMPORTS

Part of our mission is to
discover and bring to
you wines of the utmost
quality from around the
world. We would like
to share with you our
findings from a frontier
found overseas.

Imported
from
Bordeaux
Château de Langalerie, Grand Vin de Bordeaux
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VINTAGE 2017

POINTS

WINE ENTHUSIAST

Produced at the grand Château

de cassis, with very light herbs, minerality, and

back to 1830, by the distinguished

to medium-full body, with deep black fruits

de Langalerie, an estate dating

winemaker Michel Rolland. The

Merlot-based wine is utterly traditional in its

production and shows a very classic style. The

nose is black cherries, black plums, and crème

cocoa powder. In the mouth, the wine is medium
dominant over some red berries like cranberry

and strawberry. There’s more cedar, bark, green

tobacco, and cigar box, with vanilla notes on the
very fine, slightly grippy finish.

88
POINTS

WINE ENTHUSIAST

Produced entirely from Merlot

The nose here is full of damson plums, dried

by the distinguished winemaker

and cigar box notes. In the mouth, the wine

at the Château Langalerie estate
Michel Rolland. The 2017 vintage

was outstanding in Bordeaux, and this very
fresh, bright, and vibrant wine shows a lot

of positive energy and mouth-filling flavors.

cherries, and cranberry with some cedarwood
shows a classic structure, with grippy tannins,
fine fruit, and a polished finish. Would be

outstanding with mild cheeses, salmon, or even
just burgers and fries!

Château Maubert, Grand Vin de Bordeaux
CERTIFIED ORGANIC
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VINTAGE 2015

POINTS

WINE ENTHUSIAST

Produced from old Merlot vines

(100%) in the distinguished Bordeaux

area with consulting winemaker Michel
Rolland. The 2015 vintage of Château

Maubert is showing a classic crimson color with

a thinning edge that runs to clear, consistent with
its age. The nose is remarkably fresh and gaining

complexity. There are notes of cedar, tobacco, fallen

leaves, and conifer, plus plum pudding, black currant,
cooked cherries, road tar, and herbs de Provence.

In the mouth, you’ll find a classic structure of light
tannins, preserved fruits, and forest floor and tree

bark, with a decently length finish. Utterly traditional,
old-school Claret for every day.
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Château de Bleyzac, Grand Vin de Bordeaux
VINTAGE 2017
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NAPA VALLEY VINTAGE REPORT
2021
N A PA VA L L E Y V I N T A G E R E P O R T

The ongoing drought presented challenges for winegrowers, resulting in reduced yields,
but vintners are reporting outstanding quality and great concentration in the fruit. The
weather was excellent this year, with mild temperatures at the end of the growing season.
There was a little more time to mature flavors before pulling the fruit off the vine. Reds
are very dark and extracted, with nice balance and freshness. Merlot and Cabernet
Sauvignon stood out as exceptional, and whites were bright, fresh and full flavored.

2020
While the mild spring season gave us a great early start, the wineries of Napa Valley
worked under extensive safety protocols due to the COVID pandemic. Summer brought
very cool mornings and very warm days. Two wildfires interrupted harvest as we turned
to the fall. The LNU Complex Fire started on August 17th and the Glass Fire started on
September 27th. The white wine harvest started in early August, the wines are showing
excellent development in cellars, reflecting the fine vintage year. While the red wine
harvest in Napa was smaller than usual, the Cabernet that was harvested was in some
cases affected by both smoke and fire. New Frontier Wine Company did not produce any
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2020 Cabernets as a result, only Pinot and Zinfandel this year.

2019
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The beginning of the 2019 growing season was defined by copious rainfall and late soil
moisture. The long, warm summer saw very few extreme heat events, with foggy mornings
setting the stage for vibrant and expressive wines. The long, relatively mild finish to the
season, not without its moments of unpredictability, helped to preserve freshness and
finesse in the fruit with abundant hang time teasing out great color, structure and soft
tannins. Volume looked about average to a little less than average. All in all, exceptional
fruit with bright acidity and ample texture promises an amazing vintage.

2018
February saw abundant rains, followed by lots of filtered light in spring and early summer.
Both bud break and flowering occurred a bit late, but under ideal weather conditions,
creating plentiful and even fruit set. Summer brought generous sun during the day and
cooler marine influences, virtually uninterrupted by major heat spikes. The relatively
mild summer followed by extended fall sunshine and moderate heat created near-ideal
conditions for winemakers to allow their fruit to accumulate flavor complexity with
gradual increases in sugar levels. Volume looked great, up 20-30% increase over average
crop quantity.

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICING
2019 Renwood Premier Old Vine Zinfandel..............................................................................$25
2019 Renwood Estate Zinfandel..................................................................................................25
2019 Renwood Grandpère Zinfandel...........................................................................................49

2020 Pursuit Sauvignon Blanc.....................................................................................................30

2020 Pursuit Russian River Pinot Noir.........................................................................................40
2020 Waypoint Bell Road Vineyard Dry (Orange) Muscat Amador County.................................29
2020 Waypoint Bell Road Vineyard Zinfandel Amador County –.................................................39
2020 Waypoint Grieve Vineyard Sauvignon Blanc.......................................................................45
2020 Waypoint Starscape Vineyard Pinot Noir............................................................................60
2020 Waypoint Ritchie Vineyard Chardonnay.............................................................................60

2020 Waypoint Charles Heintz Vineyard Chardonnay.................................................................60
2018/19 Waypoint Lowrey Vineyard – Homestead Cabernet Sauvignon...................................149

2018/19 Waypoint Lowrey Vineyard – Basalt Ledge Cabernet Sauvignon.................................149

2019 Waypoint Beckstoffer - Georges III Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon....................................149

S U G G E S T E D R E TA I L P R I C I N G

2019 Pursuit Cabernet Sauvignon...............................................................................................60

2018/19 Justice Poetic Justice Cabernet Sauvignon Beckstoffer Georges III Vineyard..............225

2018/19 Justice Frontier Justice Cabernet Franc Beckstoffer Dr. Crane Vineyard.....................225

2018/19 Justice Blind Justice Cabernet Sauvignon Beckstoffer To Kalon Vineyard...................225
2019 Lithology Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon......................................................................195
2019 Lithology Beckstoffer To Kalon Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon.........................................295

2019 Lithology Beckstoffer To Kalon Vineyard Cabernet Franc.................................................295

2019 Lithology Beckstoffer Las Piedras Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon......................................295
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2019 Lithology Beckstoffer Dr. Crane Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon........................................295
2019 Lithology Beckstoffer Dr. Crane Vineyard Cabernet Franc................................................295

Imports
2017 Château de Bleyzac, Grand Vin De Bordeaux...................................................................$20
2015 Château Maubert, Grand Vin De Bordeaux (Certified Organic)..........................................20
2017 Château de Langalerie, Grand Vin De Bordeaux.................................................................25
2020 Devoción Malbec, Mendoza (Certified Organic).................................................................25
2020 Devoción Cabernet Franc, Mendoza (Certified Organic)....................................................25

2018 Otronia 45° Rugientes Pinot Noir.......................................................................................45
2018 Otronia 45° Rugientes Corte De Blancas.............................................................................45
2018 Otronia Block III & VI Chardonnay.....................................................................................85

2018 Otronia Block I Pinot Noir..................................................................................................85
2019 Alkina Old Quarter Grenache, Shiraz and Mataro............................................................100

2018 Alkina Polygon No. 5 Grenache........................................................................................295

2018 Alkina Polygon No. 3 Grenache........................................................................................295

2019 Alkina Polygon No. 1 Shiraz.............................................................................................295

Coming soon from New Frontier
Altos de Jose Ignacio, beautiful varietal wines from Maldonado, Uruguay
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2019 Alejandro Bulgheroni Estate Cabernet Sauvignon............................................................395

CONTACT INFORMATION
C O N TA C T I N F O R M AT I O N & D I S T R I B U T O R S

JAMES SILVER

Managing Director

james.silver@renacq.com [m] 917.657.1833 [o] 707.266.1590
JAMES CHARLES CARDINELL

HOWARD IMBER

JENNIFER GRAYCHECK

Eastern USA

Central USA

National Sales Director,

National Sales Director,

james.cardinell@renacq.com

howard.imber@renacq.com

jennifer.graycheck@renacq.com

[o] 707.266.1590

[o] 707.266.1590

[o] 707.266.1590

Western USA

[m] 831.359.3422

[m] 732.768.1954

National Sales Director,

[m] 586.944.4436

James C., Howard, and Jennifer
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DISTRIBUTORS
ARKANSAS
Moon Distributors

IOWA
Schmidt Beverage Wholesale

COLORADO
Empire Distributors, Inc

MARYLAND
Lanterna Distributors Inc.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Breakthru Beverage

DELAWARE
Lanterna Distributors Inc.

MICHIGAN
Great Lakes and RNDC

VIRGINIA
Lanterna Distributors Inc.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Bay State

CANADA
Breakthru Beverage

CALIFORNIA
Southern Wines & Spirits

CONNECTICUT
Allan S. Goodman Inc

LOUISIANA
Mystic Vine

MASSACHUSETTS
Baystate and Martignetti

FLORIDA
Angel’s Share and RNDC

MISSOURI
Vintegrity Wine & Spirits

ILLINOIS
Louis Glunz Wines

NEW JERSEY
Fedway/Allied and Pas Mal

GEORGIA
Ultimate Dist. Inc and RNDC

NEW YORK
Pas Mal
RHODE ISLAND
Ocean State

TEXAS
RNDC

WASHINGTON D.C.
Lanterna Distributors Inc.

CARIBBEAN AND PUERTO RICO
Webb Banks

NOTES

NOTES
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www.NewFrontierWines.com

